SLT Notes May 12, 2020
Members: Erica Paley, Tara Coniglio, Barbara Malik, Fred Wright, Christine Santiago,
Anita Fonteboa, Anowara Aman, Rosanna Schweiger, Jessica Lopez, Jennifer Maier
Observer: Maria Torres

Celebrations
Hundreds of children have gotten devices
Yearbooks on their way
Student of the month
NJHS nomination ceremony
One out of 2 schools in the district that shared the google classrooms; Marlin presented
Ms. Yi’s classroom to the district

Covid-19 updates/ Grading policies
Governor allowing access to different places; permit to building access for teachers and
staff to get supplies
Blended instruction talk and thinking about what school will look like in the many
different ways schools may be
K-5 M and N M=met the standards N= not met
6-8 M, NM, CIP M= Met;
Final grade will be a letter grade
Parents will be concerned about grading, middle school entrances
Regents to get credit in the past if you took regents
K-5 is M or N (Met the standards or did not meet)
MS: M is met, N is NOT met, or MX means "Course in Progress"
Maybe it's "NX" not mx
Final grades for all MS will either be M, N, or MX (NX?)
But there will also be 4th quarter marking period grade
This idea of "fourth quarter marking period grades" is only relevant for middle school
students... they'll get real grades for Q4 but their "final grades" will be N, M, or MX

Regents: Usually, you wouldn't get Regents credit unless you passed the Regents test
The state says, if you are IN a Regents course right now, you pass
Anyone who was in a regents class passed the Regents.
Many things have been put on hold: We are trying the student of the month is tonight.
Celebrations like 8th grade dance is cancelled; 8th grade graduation is in the works, we
are working on the logistics of what would be ideal for our school community
Ideas for 8th grade procession are shared amongst the team
Principal would like a town hall to address the concerns for parents and give updates;
Town hall meeting should be held in two sessions plan for Monday and Tuesday nights

CEP GOALS
AP Paley shares Pear Presentation for our CEP goals; This presentation was created for
the classroom so you can present it to the students
Objectives for the past year was different than any goals in the past
Objectives and percentages questions for ELA, MATH and SEL goals
2 minutes for each member to read and ask questions for each slide; What are your
thoughts, noticings and wonderings about these objectives
New CEP plan for 2020-2021
Training for CEP on May 21 from 2-3pm
May 20 and May 21st Webinars being held
Draft is shared of the timeline for CEP goals;
SMART goal worksheet similar to past years
We need to make decisions on end of the year assessments; it is different remotely

Budget
Budget in late May 12, 2020
Many cuts in budgets

SLT elections
School election after the parent election; no elections until September

Talent show updates
Not many submissions
Brancato working on this with parents
Ideas for talent show collaborated with members
Rave for use for all so everyone sees the video at the same time

PA updates
PA willing to pay the amount for NJHS yet the funds are frozen until September

Agenda for next meeting 5/26
Town hall
Graduation
Budget info

